Abstract. The elimination problem in differential algebraic systems theory is discussed. The focus is on finiteness questions, such as conditions for the elimination ideal to be finitely generated.
Introduction
III this paper a few algorithmic problems relating to differential algebraic systems theory are addressed. We will point out some problenis arising as one treats systems of polynomial differential equations using the language of differential algebra. In particular WP will see what happens when we search for the inputoutput equations, which are possible to derive from the original system. Most of the problems are related to computational difficulties, e.g. the existence of a finite set of differential equations describing the input-output behavior of the system. Differential algebra made its way into systems theory via the discoveries of Michel Fliess in the mid 80's and has now grown quite extensive. A very good survey is given in [3] . Several authors have studied how the algorithms of differential algebra, mostly elimination theory, can be used in systems theory. Let us here mention [ l , 7, 8, 12, 141 .
The p a p r is organiztkd as follows: section 2 presents an example which serves as a background for later sections. Sections 3 and 4 display some properties of this example, which are probably rather surprising and counter-intuitive to the non-expert. Section 5 , 6 arid 7 explain how most of the problems that arose can be rwolvrd. Section 8 describes some still open prohlerris. and section 9 summarizes the results.
Basic Definitions arid Notation
L$'c suppose that the reader is familiar with some basic. conccpts from commutative and differential algebra, such as ring, ideal! prime ideal and characteristic srts. Some references are [lo: 11, 15, 161 . Here follow it few definitions and theorems we use.
k denotes an arbitrary field of characteristic zero.
Tho ring of polynomials in the variables 51, . . . , x, Thc ideal generated 1)s a set I' of polynomials is = wit.h coefficients from k is written k [%] .
tlerlot>fd ( P } . The differential ideal generated by a set P of differential polynomials is denoted [PI.
We will consider variables which are time dependent and denote derivation with respect to time with a dot or 6. Higher order derivatives is denoted with superscripts within parentheses in the usual way, i.e. The leader of a differential polynomial is the highest ranked derivative that appears in the differential polynomial. The initial I, of a differential polynomial g is the (polynomial) coefficient of the highest power of the leader and the sepnrant S, of a differential polynomial g is the partial derivative of g w.r.t. the leader.
If H A is a differential polynomial the ideal [A] : H Z is defined by
This notation stems from differential algebra [lo, 151. Consider the class of systems that can be represented by a classical state space description: il = f l ( % , U), . . . ,*,, = f n ( % , u ) , y = h(%,IL), (1) where fl, . . . , f n r h E k[%,u], i.e. all nonlinearities are polynomial. If we allow derivatives of the input in the right hand sides, as is often done in differential algebraic systems theory, nothing will change for the issues discussvd in this paper.
To a given state space description (1) we associate a differential ideal ( 2 ) Our main question is: which input-output equations can we derive from the state space description (l)? Mathematically speaking this means that we look for the differential ideal
called the input-output ideal of system (1).
From now on we only consider systems withont inputs. Everything which is done in this paper can be extended to systems with inputs by including the inputs and its derivacives in the ground field. k-.
An Interesting Example
We now consider an example of a system whose inputoutput ideal C' has some interesting properties. The system is:
The equations can be seen as a state space description of all systems, described by a linear, first order differential equation with constant coefficient.
The equations generate the following differential ideal C = [il -5152,22,y -511.
( 5 ) What does Cc look like? If we denote y = yo,$ = y1,y = y2 , etc. we get yo = z l , y l = xl = z 1 2 2 , y~ = zlz2 + x l i 2 = 51.;. Eliminating x1 and x2 from these gives p := yzyo -yf = 0. Clearly it is not possible to construct a differential polynomial in the variable y of lower order than this from the above equations, i.e. in Cc there is no nonzero differential polynomial having lower order than p .
We can now pose a variety of interesting questions concerning the differential ideal description of the above system, such as Is [PI = E'? In that case we have a simple description of the input-output behavior of the system, namely one differential equation p = 0.
How is C' generated? We will see that C' in this example is not even (differentially) finitely generated despite the fact that C is generated by a finite set.
We will also see that C' is prime. Naturally one may ask the question:
Is [PI prime? The answer is negative and hence C' # [PI, which answers the first question.
The Differential Ideal
Not Prime
In section 6 we show that the differential ideal C can be considered as a non-differential graph ideal. This implies that C is prime and hence C' is prime too. We use the convenient notation yz := y(%). Let p := yay2 -y; as in the previous section and consider the differential ideal [PI.
The polynomial p has a property that we are going to exploit. Definition 3.2 [lo] A differential polynomial p in one variable is said to be isobaric of weight w if all its monomials have the same weight w . We then use 0 the notation w t ( p ) = w.
Lemma 3.1 [9] The derivative 6 of a n isobaric polynomial p is isobaric and wt(p) = w t ( p ) + 1.
Lemma 3.2 [9] Let f and g be isobaric polynomials. then fg is isobaric with weight w t ( f ) + w t ( y ) .
The differential ideal [PI is generated by an isobaric polynomial. The isobaric property of p can help us solve the membership problem for such an ideal. Let [PI. Hence [PI is
We know that C' is prime but [PI is not and hencc
C" Does Not Have t o Be Finitely Generated
We will now show the somewhat surprising result that there are systems described by the finitely generated differential ideal C that have a C' which is not (differentially) finitely generated.
As before we consider the differential ideal
If we differentiate the last generator w.r.t. time and substitute xl and x2 by the first two equations we get y1 = 2152. Repeating this a number of times results in the expression y,. = xlxz. This expression can now be used to determine if a polynomial f E k{y} is a member of E'. Since the elements in C' are formed by elimination in the differential ideal C, which includes the elements yr -x1z; the substitution yr = x l s i in an element of C' must yield zero.
We will now study how an element of C c can be constructed. 
.] be a monomial and t y p e ( M ) = ( z , j ) . T h e n M = x i . ' ,
under the substitution rule y,. = xlx;.
The lemma tells us that monomials of the same type in k[yo, y1, . . .] will be reduced to the same monomial in k[x1, 221 under the substitution yr = q z $ .
A consequence of the above discussion is that the sum of the coefficients of monomials of same type is zero if f E Cc.
We now generalize these thoughts. Every polynomial in k[yo, y 1 , . . .] can be written either as a sum of homogeneous or isobaric polynomials. This observation implies that we have the following decomposition
where N is the largest total degree of a monomial in 1' and L, is the highest weight of any of the monomials i n P,'. Further, tdeg(P:) = i, P, ' are isobaric of weight 1 and P : = a:J h4:J ,where M~J , T = 1, . . . , S,,] are monomials of type ( 2 , j ) and CY: E k.
From the above discussion we know that P E C' if and only if E : : , cy:J = 0.
We now concentrate on the pieces P,", which P E C' can be split into. Which monomials can then Pj be built of? The following theorem gives us the answer:
where P,' is a linear combination of the isobaric bino- The polyiioniials q;J can be considered as base vecas coordinates in a vector tors and the coefficients space.
We can now attack the original question: Is Cc (differentially) finitely generated?
Proof. We introduce the notation and L is odd. The polynomial f~+ 1 has to be a linear combination over k of these derivatives since this is the only construction that keeps the weight and total degree constant. It is easy to show that this is not the case and thus f~+ l
$ [ C L t S L ] !
which completes the proof. 
Chains of Graph Ideals
When we want to apply some non-differential algebraic results, such as Grobner bases to state space differential ideals in differential rings, we have to develop some preliminary results concerning rings of infinitely many variables. . . ,z,] C I N , N n k[zl,. . . ,z, RN/I,,N ? k[Z, z , +~, . . . , ZN] i.e. the quotient ring is isomorphic to the free polynomial ring in the variables 3, z,+l, . . . , Z N So in particular it is an integral domain, so I,,N is prime. Since the quotient ring is free claim ai) follows.
The concept of graph ideals is very useful when considering differential ideals as (2), i.e. differential ideals generated by the state equations. These differential ideals can be considered as graph ideals in infinitely many variables.
Truncations of Graph Ideals
The question now is if we can get a grip on differential ideals with non-differential tools? One way is to consider only the elements of a differential ideal up to a certain order, which we will call the truncation of that differential ideal.
Our main interest will be in differential ideals of one variable y and truncations of those differential ideals. We will use the notation yi for the variable representing the ith derivative of y and yo = y. where the superscripts together with the subscripts are now nothing more than labels for the variables, the following theorem can be seen as a special case of lemma 5.2.
Another way of computing C"nk(y0, . . . , y3] is provided by theorem 7.3.
Description of C" with Characteristic Sets
In section 3 we showed that if p is a polynomial of lowest order in C' then in general Cc # b]. An interesting question now is: Are there cases when we have equality and in that case which conditions do we then have to pose on p? Consider a system described by state space equations of the form (1) but without an input, i.e. U = 0. The corresponding differential ideal is
We now want to know which differential equations the output y satisfies, i.e. we are interested in Cc := C n k{y}. We are especially interested in the differential equation of lowest order p = 0 that y satisfies.
The differential polynomial p can be found using a method h i l t on Grobner bases presented in [4] . It can also be showed that when the process stops we get one polynomial, which is unique.
This polynomial p has some interesting properties. Since p E C is the polynomial of lowest order in the single variable y in C it is also of lowest order in E'. Now Cc is a set of differential polynomials in one variable and because p is a polynomial of lowest order it has to be a characteristic set of E'. From the preceding chapters we now that C can fw interpreted as a graph ideal and hence is a prime differential ideal. That C is prime implies that Cc is prime. We have the characteristic set { p } of the prime differential ideal C' and consequently theorem where the first equality follows from theorem 7.1 and the second equality from (11). We also note that Cc can be finitely generated without being equal to lp]. An example is provided by has a simple interpretation in mechanics.
Notice that if
We conclude with an alternative theorem describing the structure of the ideal E". This theorem is merely a reformulation of a well known result by Ritt. To use the method of Grobner bases in differential algebraic calculations we had to interpret the differential algebraic problem in algebraic terms. This interpretation is possible due to the fact that we found a restriction of the problem to a ring of finitely many variab1r.s. In thc grnrral case this is not trivial or even possible, since there are differential ideals, which is not (differential) finitely generated as in section 4. An interesting subject is the concept of differential Grobner bases, see e.g. [2] .
Conclusions
We have considered systems described by polynomial differential equations. In the language of differential algebra we can formulate the system description as a differential ideal, [ i l -f l , . . ' , f, -f n , Y -hl We have studied the set C' = C n k{y}, i.e. all inputoutput differential equations that the system has t o satisfy.
There is a method for obtaining the unique inputoutput equation of lowest order of the above system.
We call the left hand side of this differential equation These results shows the fact that despite the structure of the original system of polynomial differential equations is captured in the finitely generated differential ideal C we do not have a simple differential algebraic description of the input-output ideal Cc other than in special cases. It is also an indicatim that it could be more convenient to consider a system as described by solutions (time-trajectories) rather than equations. This is also one of the ideas in the behavioral framework of Willems, see e.g. [17]. There is also a close analogy with the duality between algebraic geometry and commutative algebra, i.e. zero manifolds vs. equations, as in the spirit of [12] .
